First-principles study of the mechanism of wettability transition of defective graphene.
Hydrophobicity of graphene limits its application potential in polar media, therefore modifications of graphene wettability have been in an area of active research for many years. Recently, a reversible wettability transition of graphene has been reported (Xu et al 2014 Sci. Rep. 4 6450). The presence of undercoordinated carbon atoms in otherwise hydrophobic graphene is believed to trigger the hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition, but the underlying mechanism, especially of the reverse process, remained unclear. Using density functional theory with range-separated hybrid functional HSE06, we investigate the dissociative adsorption of up to two water molecules on the defective graphene layer containing odd number of missing lattice atoms. We show, that depending on the defect type either a full dissociation of the water molecule or a partial splitting of H2O to OH and H takes place leading to the saturation of graphene dangling bonds due to the formation of oxiranes or by hydroxyls, respectively. The dissociation barriers are significantly lower for the water dimer than for the single molecule. Our findings providing detailed insights into the remarkable differences between the reactivity of vacancy defects with water shed new light on the wettability-transition mechanism of defective graphene.